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Abstract6

Multiple breakdown phenomena may take place when operating dielectric elastomers.7

Thermal breakdown, which occurs due to Joule heating, becomes of special importance8

when using multilayered stacks of dielectric elastomers, due to the large volume-to-9

surface-area-ratio. In this article, a 2D axisymmetric finite-element model of a multi-10

layered stack of dielectric elastomers is set up in COMSOL Multiphysics
®

. Both the11

electro-thermal and electro-mechanical couplings are considered, allowing for determi-12

nation of the onset of thermal breakdown. Simulation results show that an entrapped13

particle in the dielectric elastomer drastically reduces the possible number of layers in the14

stack. Furthermore, the possible number of layers is greatly affected by the ambient tem-15

perature and the applied voltage. The performance of three hyperelastic material models16

for modelling the elastomer deformation are compared, and it is established that the Gent17

model yields the most restrictive prediction of breakdown point, while the Ogden model18

yields the least restrictive estimation.19

Topical Headings: Transport Phenomena and Fluid Dynamics20

Keyword: Dielectric elastomer, Thermal breakdown, Electro-thermal and -mechani-21

cal model, Multilayered dielectric elastomers, Hyperelastic material model.22

Introduction23

In recent decades, interest in and research into dielectric elastomers (DEs) have increased24

dramatically, due to the possibilities of an electromechanical transducer being used both25
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as an actuator, a sensor, and a generator
1–3

. DEs can be used for a wide range of appli-26

cations, such as artificial muscles
4–7

, wave energy harvesters
8,9

, and Braille displays
10,11

.27

A DE is composed of an elastomer layer sandwiched between two compliant electrodes,28

and upon applying an external voltage to the electrodes, electrostatic forces are generated29

between the electrode layers. The electrostatic pressure on the flexible elastomer film30

causes it to reduce in thickness while increasing in area, in order to retain a constant31

volume due to it being incompressible. In this manner, electrical energy is converted32

into mechanical energy. The driving force for the actuation mechanism is reduced charge33

density upon an increase in electrode area
1,2,12

. When the applied voltage is turned off,34

the elastomer regains its original shape. An illustration of a DE and its working principle35

is presented in Figure 1.36

Figure 1: Working principle of a dielectric elastomer. The incompressible elastomer layer reduces in
thickness while increasing in area when an external voltage is applied to the electrode layers.

Several elastomer materials are commonly used for the elastomer layer, including37

acrylic, polyurethane, natural rubber, and silicone
3,12

, the latter of which is most popular,38

due to its high efficiency, reliability and fast response times
12

. With respect to electrode39

layers, the two commonest types of materials used in this regard are carbon grease and40

thin metal films such as gold or silver
13

.41

DEs can be configured in many ways, depending on the desired application, mechan-42

ical deformation, and operating strain
14

. Extender, unimorph, bimorph, diaphragm and43

tube configurations are examples of some of the configurations commonly seen in prod-44

ucts
10,15

. When operating DEs in acutator mode, the achievable mechanical force can be45

increased by stacking DEs on top of each other, such that the electrode and elastomer46
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layers alternate
13,16

. When operating DEs in generator mode, the amount of harvested47

energy can also be optimised by employing a stacked configuration of DEs
17

.48

Several types of electrical ageing may occur when DEs are operated, and these can be49

subdivided into two main categories: Degradation mechanisms and breakdown mecha-50

nisms
18,19

. The slow degradation mechanisms lead to electrical trees and water trees
20,21

,51

and they take more than 15 minutes from initiation to full material breakdown. On the52

contrary, breakdown mechanisms are somewhat instantaneous and include partial dis-53

charge
22

, electromechanical breakdown
23

, electrical breakdown
24,25

, and thermal break-54

down
26–28

. Figure 2 gives an overview of the different electrical ageing mechanisms that55

may occur in DEs as a function of electric field and time.56

Figure 2: Types of electrical ageing that may occur in dielectric elastomers.

When seeking to improve the performance, stability, and lifetime of DEs, it is essential57

to take into account these different ageing mechanisms. Several studies have examined58

the combined effect of electrical and mechanical forces, in order to gain a broader under-59

standing of electrical
23,29–32

and electromechanical
30–37

breakdowns in DEs. These studies60

involve both experimental testing as well as mathematical modelling of the system.61

However, to the best of our knowledge, the number of studies looking into thermal62

breakdown in DEs is very limited. Previously, we set up a finite-element electro-thermal63
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(ET) model to examine the effect of Joule heating in multilayered DEs
38

. A simplified64

analytical model was set up and solved, and a parameter study of some key parameters65

were conducted to determine how they influenced the possible amount of layers in a66

stacked DE. In this present work, we wish to extend our previous model to also include67

the effect of the mechanical deformation of a multilayered stack of DEs. With this electro-68

thermal and -mechanical (ETM) model, a parameter study will be conducted to examine69

the effect of some key operating as well as geometric parameters. The results will be70

compared to the previous ET model, to investigate the effect of mechanical deformation71

on the possible amount of layers in a stack. Furthermore, three different hyperelastic72

material models, used to model the elasticity of the elastomer layer, will be compared, in73

order to investigate how the choice of material model influences the breakdown point.74

Types of Breakdown75

As depicted in Figure 2, several types of electrical ageing mechanisms occur in DEs. The76

slow degradation mechanisms form electrical and water trees that break down the material77

over significant time scales, i.e. 15 minutes and above, from initiation of the ageing78

mechanism, to full material breakdown
18,20

. Furthermore, the degradation mechanisms79

are low-level, meaning that the required electric field for breakdown to occur is low.80

The breakdown mechanisms occur at time scales much lower than for degradation81

mechanisms, and they are somewhat instantaneous. Partial discharge can lead to a DE82

breaking down if the elastomer layer is thin. However, if the elastomer is thick or multiple83

layers are stacked, it is more likely that partial discharge leads merely to the formation84

of electrical trees and not instantaneous breakdown
18,19

. Electrical breakdown occurs85

due to an exponential increase in electrical carriers, where new carriers are created when86

existing carriers with high kinetic energy collide with the elastomer matrix
18

. Several87

studies have been conducted in order to study electrical breakdown in DEs
23,29–32

.88

The electromechanical breakdown of DEs occurs because the mechanical compressive89

force caused by the electrostatic attraction of the electrodes is greater than the elastic90
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force of the elastomer, which consequently results in a snap-through of the material
18

.91

This snap-through may either be local or macroscopic, but most often it is a local snap-92

through caused by irregularities on the surface of the elastomer. If the DE is operated93

with constant applied voltage, a thinning of the material will result in an increased elec-94

tric field, which in turn causes more thinning of the material, and eventually result in95

electromechanical breakdown. Several studies have been conducted to study the elec-96

tromechanical instability of DEs, both experimentally and model-based
30–37

.97

The thermal breakdown of DEs occurs due to an exponential increase in temperature98

within the stack, because the thermal energy generated within the stack cannot be bal-99

anced by heat loss on the surface
18

. The thermal energy generated within the stack is100

mainly due to Joule heating of the material, i.e. heating due to electrical resistance in101

the material. The amount of Joule heating generated pr. volume, q, in a multilayered102

DE with N layers, each with an initial thickness of d, and an active cross-sectional area103

A is determined by Joule’s law:104

q �
V

2

RN dA
� E

2
σ (1)105

where V is the applied voltage over one elastomer layer, R the electrical resistance of the106

material, E the applied electric field, and σ the electrical conductivity of the elastomer.107

It is most relevant to consider thermal breakdown when using stacked DEs, since in this108

case multiple layers lead to an increase in volume, and consequently more Joule heating109

will occur without a corresponding increase in surface area. Thus, heat lost into the110

surroundings can no longer balance the heat generated within the stack.111

Model Setup112

As already mentioned, thermal breakdown is particularly important when considering a113

multilayered DE. Therefore, the configuration used throughout this work is a cylindrical114

stack of N layers of DEs placed on top of each other, with alternating electrode and115

elastomer layers. The configuration has an active and an inactive part, with the active116
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part being that where the electrodes are placed. Furthermore, the active part has a117

radius of RA and the inactive part has a radial width of RI, as shown in Figure 3. Each118

elastomer layer has a thickness d before any actuation takes place. The electrode layers are119

approximately three orders of magnitude thinner than the elastomer layers, and thus it is120

assumed that they do not influence the mechanical properties of the DE. Furthermore, the121

thermal conductivity of the conductive electrode material is much higher than that of the122

elastomer material, and hence they dissipate heat away much faster than the elastomer123

layers. It is therefore assumed that the electrode layers are not the cause for thermal124

breakdown, and thus both the mechanical and thermal effects of the electrode layers are125

neglected.126

Figure 3: The configuration used throughout this work is a cylindrical stack with N layers of elastomer,
each with a thickness of d. The active part of the stack, and thus the part with electrodes, has a radius
of RA, and the inactive part of the stack has a radial width of RI. Due to symmetry, the actual 3D

geometry of the stack may be modelled as a 2D axisymmetric geometry.

The elastomer material simulated in this work is a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elas-127

tomer, specifically Bluestil RTV 141 from Blustar Silicones
39

, with a thermal conductivity128

of k � 0.16 W/(mK) and a relative permittivity of εr � 2.7
39

. In our previous work
38

,129

we found that the electrical conductivity of the PDMS elastomer could be described by130
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an Arrhenius expression with respect to temperature T :131

σArr�T � � σ0,Arr exp ��βArr

T

 � 1.261 � 10

�5
S m

�1
� exp ��5968K

T

 (2)132

It should be noted that in Christensen et. al
38

, the material used to determine σArr133

was also a PDMS elastomer, but specifically Elastosil RT625 from Wacker Chemie AG.134

However, it is assumed that Bluesil RTV 141 follows a similar Arrhenius-type equation135

with respect to temperature, since the two elastomers are very similar with respect to136

composition. Thus Eq. 2 is used for the electrical conductivity. The hyperelastic material137

models used to describe the mechanical behaviour of the elastomer material are the Gent,138

Mooney-Rivlin, and Ogden models, and these will be described in more detail in the139

coming chapter.140

The geometry is implemented into the commercial finite-element-method (FEM) soft-141

ware COMSOL Multiphysics
®

, where it is utilised that the multilayered stack of DEs142

is 2D axisymmetric, as seen in Figure 3, and thus a stationary 2D axisymmetric model143

is set up. The modules used in COMSOL Multiphysics
®

are the “Electromechanics”144

module, which combines the modules “Solid Mechanics” and “Electrostatics” with the145

multiphysics module “Electromechanical Forces”, and the “Heat Transfer in Solids” mod-146

ule, all of which combine to form the ETM model.147

In the “Structural Mechanics,” module the hyperelastic material model of the elas-148

tomer is specified (as elaborated in the coming chapter), and it is specified that the149

bottom surface is restricted from moving in the z-direction, though it is still free to ex-150

tend or compress in the r-direction. In the “Electrostatics” module, it is merely specified151

that every second electrode is a ground electrode, and every other electrode is a terminal152

with an applied voltage V .153

Natural convection takes place along all external surfaces of the stack, and natural154

convection on a given surface, h, is given by the following expression
40

:155

h�T � � h0 �T � T0�1©4
(3)156
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where h0 is the heat transfer coefficient of that surface, T the temperature at that sur-157

face, and T0 the ambient temperature of the surrounding air. However, Eq. 3 is not158

differentiable at T � T0, which causes problems when implementing this equation into159

COMSOL Multiphysics
®

. Therefore, a small modification is implemented into Eq. 3 to160

make it differentiable at all points:161

h�T � � h0 � ��T � T0�2
K

�1
� 1�1©8

(4)162

Eq. 4 is implemented as the heat flux on all surfaces of the stack of DEs in the “Heat163

Transfer in Solids” module. The heat transfer coefficients are h0,t � 2.44 W/(m
2
K),164

h0,b � 1.31 W/(m
2
K), and h0,c � 1.97 W/(m

2
K) for the top, bottom and cylindrical165

surfaces, respectively
40

. In the “Heat Transfer in Solids” module, a heat source that166

generates Joule heating, as given by Eq. 1, is furthermore specified.167

The base case geometry of the model has an active part with a radius RA � 50 cm,168

and no inactive part, thus RI � 0 cm, and each elastomer layer has an initial thickness of169

d � 50 µm. The applied voltage is V � 3.5 kV, and the ambient temperature is T0 � 15
`

C170

in the base case. From this base case, one parameter will be varied while keeping the171

remaining constant when performing the parameter studies.172

Figure 4 shows the results from simulating the base case with N � 4000 layers and173

using the Gent hyperelastic material model for simulating the mechanical behaviour of174

the elastomer. The resulting electric field within the stack is uniform and has a magnitude175

of E � 84.7 V/µm, and the stretch ratio in z-direction is λz � 0.83. The initial geometry176

of the stack is outlined with the black contour line, while the simulated displacement of177

a given point is shown with the rainbow-coloured scale on the right open-faced surface of178

the stack. As seen in the figure, displacement increases gradually from no displacement179

at the bottom centre point, to maximum displacement at the top right point. The left180

open-faced surface of the stack displays the temperature within the stack, and the point181

with the highest temperature is identified. The hotspot of the base case stack is located182

at rHS � 0 cm and zHS � 0.45N d, thus at the radial centre, while only at 45% of the183

height of the stack due to differences in heat transfer coefficients between the top and184
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Figure 4: Simulation of the base case with N � 4000 layers. The stack has RA � 50 cm, RI � 0 cm,
and d � 50 µ. Furthermore, V � 3.5 kV and T0 � 15

`

C. The resulting uniform electric field in the stack
is E � 84.7 V/µm, and the stretch ratio is λz � 0.83. The left open-faced surface of the stack displays
the temperature in

`

C within the stack, and the point with the highest temperature is identified. The
initial geometry of the stack is displayed by the black contoured line, and the right open-faced surface

of the stack displays the resulting displacement of a given point in cm.

bottom surfaces of the stack.185

Besides varying the parameters already introduced, a parameter study with a high186

electrical conductivity particle in the DE stack is also conducted. This particle is intro-187

duced in order to simulate an impurity in the material, and it is placed in the hotspot of188

the stack with a given particle radius Rpar. The electrical conductivity of the particle is189

σpar, and it is also assumed to follow an Arrhenius expression with respect to temperature.190

Material Models191

To model the mechanical deformation of the stack of DEs, a material model that describes192

the nonlinear stress-strain relationship of the elastomer is required, and so three well-193

known hyperelastic material models are compared in this study.194

The first model is the two-parameter Gent model, WG, which is very common in195
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the field of DEs due to its ability to account for elastomer strain-hardening
41–43

. The196

second option in this study is the widely used Mooney-Rivlin model, WMR, which is a197

simple two-parameter model
41

. The third and last model is the versatile Ogden model,198

WO, which, with its six-parameters, is able to fit almost any experimental data
41,44

. The199

hyperelastic constitutive equations are as follows
41,43

:200

WG � �

Y

6
Jm ln �1 �

I1 � 3

Jm

 (5)201

WMR � C1 �I1 � 3� � C2 �I2 � 3� (6)202

WO �

3

=
i�1

µi
αi

�λαi

1 � λ
αi

2 � λ
αi

3 � 3� (7)203

204

where W is strain energy density, I1 and I2 the first and second strain invariants, and λi205

the stretch ratio in the i
th

direction. As already mentioned, the Gent strain energy density206

model in Eq. 5 contains two parameters, namely Y , which is the Young’s modulus, and207

Jm, which correlates with the maximum stretch of the elastomer and must always obey208

I1 $ Jm� 3
43

. The Mooney-Rivlin strain energy density model in Eq. 6 contains the two209

empirical parameters, C1 and C2, and the Ogden strain energy density model in Eq. 7210

contains the six empirical parameters, µi and αi with i � 1, 2, 3.211

Meunier et al.
41

conducted a thorough study in which they measured stress as a func-212

tion of stretch using Bluesil RTV141 under various mechanical loadings. Subsequently,213

they fitted several hyperelastic constitutive equations to the data, thus using data from214

all different mechanical loadings. The values of the fitted parameters for the hyperelastic215

material models of interest to this work are shown in Table 1, and these values will be216

used throughout this work.217

Table 1: Values of fitted parameters in hyperelastic constitutive equations,
Eq. 5-7. Model fitting performed by Meunier et al.

41
.

Models Parameters

Gent Y � 970 kPa Jm � 13
Mooney-Rivlin C1 � 140 kPa C2 � 23 kPa
Ogden µ1 � 460 kPa µ2 � 0.27 kPa µ3 � �7.4 kPa

α1 � 1.4 α2 � 10 α3 � �3.3
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Figure 5 displays the stretch ratio as a function of applied mechanical force, F , during218

uniaxial compression of Bluesil RTV141 when using the three different hyperelastic mod-219

els. From the figure, it is evident that all three models are equal until F � 10 N/mm
2
,220

and from that point onwards the Gent model strain hardens, whereas the Mooney-Rivlin221

and Ogden models continue to thin the elastomer, albeit at different rates.222

0,01 0,1 1 10 100 1000

0,05

0,5

0,1

1

 Gent
 Mooney-Rivlin
 Ogden

l z
 [-

]

FA [N/mm2]
Figure 5: Stretch ratio as a function of the applied mechanical force of the elastomer material when

using three different hyperelastic material models.

Parameter Study223

A parameter study is conducted in which it is examined how many layers it is possible224

to stack in a multilayered DE before thermal breakdown occurs, NBD, when varying one225

given parameter from the base case while maintaining the remaining parameters. As226

stated previously, the base case geometries in this work are RA � 50 cm and RI � 0 cm,227

and base case operating conditions are V � 3.5 kV and T0 � 15
`

C. Furthermore, three228

different hyperelastic material models for the elastomer material in the ETM model are229

compared, as well as compared to the pure ET model – hence the case with Joule heating230
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but no mechanical deformation, as specified in Christensen et al
38

.231

Active Part232

The active part of the DE stack is covered by electrodes, as seen in Figure 3. When233

increasing RA, it is evident from Figure 6a that NBD decreases significantly, both for the234

ET model and all three ETM models. This may be explained by the fact that an increase235

in RA leads to an increase in the volume and thus the amount of Joule heating in the236

stack. Of course, the surface area of the stack also increases with RA, though not enough237

to balance the excess heat generated, which results in thermal breakdown occurring at a238

lower amount of layers.239
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(a) Radius of the active part of DEs, RA.
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(b) Ambient temperature of the surrounding air, T0.

Figure 6: Parameter study of (a) RA and (b) T0. Left y-axis: NBD of results from the pure ET model,
as well as ETM models with all three different hyperelastic material models. Right y-axis: ratio between

NBD,ETM for the relevant ETM model and NBD,ET for the ET model.

As RA approaches infinity, NBD, for both the ET model as well as all three ETM240

models, asymptotically approaches different plateaus. For the ET model, the plateau241

value is NBD,ET�RA � �� � 5280, and for the ETM models the plateau values are242

NBD,ETM�RA � �� � 4365 � 4450, depending on the utilised material model. RA � �243

is equivalent to having thermal insulation on the cylindrical surface of the stack, thus no244

heat dissipation occurs in the r-direction. On the contrary, as RA � 0, then theoretically245

NBD ��, since the ratio of surface area to volume approaches infinity. This means that246

the dissipated heat at the surface of the stack is always able to balance the generated247

Joule heating within the stack when RA is small enough.248
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When comparing the results for the three ETM models with the results from the249

ET model, it is clear that the difference in NBD is significant, with the ratio between250

NBD,ETM and NBD,ET being 65-85%. This is expected, because when electro-mechanical251

deformation is included in the model, the actual electric field in the stack is much higher252

than that based on the applied voltage, and thus more Joule heating is generated based253

on Eq. 1. It should be noted furthermore that the chosen hyperelastic material model254

for the elastomer has an influence on NBD, although this is minimal. The Gent model is255

the most restrictive model with respect to predicting NBD, and the Ogden model is the256

least restrictive model, and the difference in NBD values as predicted by the two models257

varies between 195 layers at RA � 30 cm and 85 layers at RA ��.258

Ambient Temperature259

The ambient temperature of the surrounding air has a huge impact on NBD for both the260

ET model and the ETM models, as seen in Figure 6b, as NBD significantly decreases when261

increasing T0. For the ET model, a decrease of 7740 layers in NBD,ET, from T0 � 10
`

C to262

T0 � 90
`

C, is calculated. For the ETM models, the reductions in NBD from T0 � 10
`

C to263

T0 � 90
`

C are 5845 layers for Gent, 5915 layers for Mooney, and 5995 layers for Ogden.264

The reason for the huge decreases in NBD when increasing T0 is the limitations in natural265

convection on the surfaces of the stack. The driving force for removing excess heat at the266

surfaces of the stack is the difference between T0 and the temperature on the surface, as267

seen in Eq. 4. Thus, when T0 increases, less heat is transported away on the surface of268

the stack, and the temperature within the stack raises, which leads to lower NBD.269

When comparing NBD,ET and NBD,ETM, it may appear that the results from the ET270

model and ETM models come close to matching when increasing T0. However, by looking271

at the ratio between NBD,ETM and NBD,ET, it is evident that this ratio only increases272

slightly with T0, thus more or less maintaining the relative difference between the results273

of the models. It should again be noted that NBD,ET is in any case larger than NBD,ETM,274

because when including electro-mechanical deformation, the actual electric field within275

the stack is larger than that predicted by the initially applied voltage, consequently276
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leading to more Joule heating in the stack.277

The choice of hyperelastic material model for the elastomer in the ETM model has278

the greatest impact at low temperatures, since the differences between NBD predicted by279

the three different models are 155 layers at T0 � 10
`

C, while only a difference of 5 layers280

at T0 � 90
`

C, with the Gent model being the most restrictive one, and the Ogden model281

being the least restrictive. However, when looking at the relative difference between the282

Gent and the Ogden model over the entire temperature span, the NBD values predicted283

by the Ogden model are approximately 2% greater than those predicted by the Gent284

model, while those predicted by the Mooney-Rivlin model are approximately 1% greater285

than those predicted by the Gent model.286

Applied Voltage287

The next parameter studied herein is the applied voltage, V , and the results are shown288

in Figure 7. From Figure 7a, it is evident that NBD decreases in line with increasing V ,289

which from Eq. 1 may be ascribed to the fact that more Joule heating occurs when the290

applied voltage increases.291
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(a) Left y-axis: NBD as a function of varying V for both
the ET model and all three ETM models. Right y-axis:
ratio of NBD,ETM for the given ETM model and NBD,ET

for the ET model.
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(b) Left y-axis: Effective electric field in the stack, E, as a
function of the applied voltage for both the ET and ETM
models. Right y-axis: stretch ratio of the stack, λz , for

each of the ETM models.

Figure 7: Parameter study of applied voltage, V .

Using the Gent hyperelastic material model to model the mechanical behaviour of the292

elastomer yields the lowest NBD values when comparing it to the other two ETM models,293

whereas using the Ogden hyperelastic material model results in the highest NBD values of294
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the three ETM models. The difference in NBD for the Gent and Ogden models increases295

from 50 layers at V � 2.5 kV to 625 layers at V � 4.1 kV. However, the results from all296

the ETM models yield lower NBD values than those of the ET model at all values of V ,297

which again can be ascribed to the fact that no electro-mechanical deformation occurs298

in the ET model. Furthermore, when looking at the ratio of NBD,ETM to NBD,ET, it is299

evident that the difference between the ET and ETM models increases with the applied300

voltage, due to more compression occurring in the ETM models, as seen on the right301

y-axis in Figure 7b.302

One additional thing to note from Figure 7a is that it was not possible to achieve303

any steady-state results for the Gent model above V � 4.1 kV, for the Mooney-Rivlin304

model above V � 4.18 kV or for the Ogden model above V � 4.22 kV, no matter how305

small an increment in V was used. However, no maximum V for the ET model was306

observed. A possible explanation for these observations in the ETM models is that above307

these values of V , no stable solution can be found, because electro-mechanical breakdown308

of the DE stack occurs, which, as described previously, occurs because the electrostatic309

forces increase the elastic forces of the elastomer. The left y-axis in Figure 7b displays310

the effective electric field in the stack, E, when increasing V , and as can be seen, the311

slope of E � f�V � approaches infinity, thereby indicating that the electrostatic forces312

increase to infinity as well. Furthermore, from the right y-axis in Figure 7b, it is notable313

that the stretch ratio in the z-direction, λz, also decreases rapidly in line with increasing314

V and that the slope ∂λz©∂V � ��, indicating catastrophic thinning of the stack.315

Inactive Part316

In this section, the influence of having an inactive area with a given radial width, RI,317

as illustrated in Figure 3, is studied. In Figure 8a, we see that in general there is little318

influence on NBD by having an inactive part in the DE stack. However, the trend of NBD319

when varying RI depends on the RA-value.320

When including an inactive area in the DE stack it will cause some mechanical restric-321

tions on the active part yielding a non-uniform electric field, E, as well as a non-uniform322
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(b) Left y-axis: Ratio of Vol:Asurf to Vol0:Asurf,0 as a function
of percentage inactive area. Right y-axis: Average electrical field,

EAve, in the stack as a function of percentage inactive area.

Figure 8: Parameter study examining the effect of having an inactive area of radial width RI in the
stacked DE, as illustrated in 3. The results at three different RA values and for all three ETM models

are compared.

stretch ratio, λz, of the stack, as seen in Figure 9. The simulations shown in Figure 9323

use the Gent hyperelastic model; however, the trends are similar for simulations with the324

Mooney-Rivlin and the Ogden hyperelastic models. The average value of E and λz in a325

stack with an inactive area will therefore be lower and higher, respectively, than in the326

corresponding stack without an inactive area. The right y-axis in Figure 8b shows how327

the average electric field, EAve, of the stack decreases in line with an increasing inactive328

area. A lower electric field causes less Joule heating, and thus more layers can be stacked329

before thermal breakdown occurs. However, when adding an inactive area to a stack,330

the volume-to-surface-area-ratio, Vol:Asurf, increases and this introduces limitations in331

heat dissipation; consequently, the temperature in the stack increases and fewer layers332

can be stacked before thermal breakdown occurs. These two mechanisms compete when333

studying how NBD changes as a function of adding an inactive area.334

The left y-axis in Figure 8b displays the ratio of Vol:Asurf to Vol0:Asurf,0 as a function335

of the percentage of inactive area. Vol:Asurf is the volume-to-surface-area ratio at a given336

RA and percentage of inactive area, and Vol0:Asurf,0 is the volume-to-surface-area ratio at337

the same RA but 0% inactive area. From the figure, it is notable that the ratio increases338

the most when increasing the inactive area at RA � 25 cm, and the least when RA � 50339

cm. Consequently, limitations in heat transfer are most significant when RA � 25 cm, and340
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Figure 9: Simulations showing the temperature T , stretch ratio λz, and electric field E within DE
stacks with RA � 25 cm and RA � 50 cm, and with 9% and 50% inactive area, respectively. Simulations
shown here are performed using the Gent hyperelastic model, but similar trends are observed for results
using the Mooney-Rivlin and Ogden models. The number of layers in each simulation is equal to NBD

for the given geometry.

they become increasingly less important as RA increases. Limitations in heat transfer thus341

explain the decrease in NBD when increasing the inactive area for a DE stack measuring342

RA � 25 cm. Conversely, mechanical limitations yielding lower electric fields and less343

Joule heating dominate when RA � 50 cm, which explains the increase in NBD in line344

with an increasing inactive area. When RA � 30 cm, there is little influence on NBD when345

the inactive area increases, because the two mechanisms roughly cancel each other out.346

The trends for NBD when varying the inactive area at a given RA are similar for all347

three ETM models. However, in all cases, the results obtained using the Ogden model348

predict the highest breakdown point, and results using the Gent model yield the most349

restrictive estimation of the breakdown point, which is consistent with what was observed350

in the previous parameter studies of RA, T0, and V .351

Figure 9 shows T , λz, and E in DE stacks with RA � 25 cm and RA � 50 cm and 9%352

and 50% inactive areas, respectively. The numbers of layers in the stack are N � NBD for353

the given RA and RI. The simulations are performed using the Gent hyperelastic model,354

albeit similar trends are observed for simulations with the Mooney-Rivlin and Ogden355

models. As already mentioned, it is evident that when including an inactive area in the356
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DE stack, non-uniform E and non-uniform λz are achieved, and so regions with a high357

electrical field and a low λz appear, resulting in more Joule heating occurring in these358

regions. From Figure 9 it should be noted furthermore that the major part of the inactive359

area has a negligible electric field, and thus no Joule heating occurs in these regions.360

When increasing the inactive area of the DE stack, increasingly more mechanical361

restrictions are imposed on the active area, as can be seen by the increase in the stretch362

ratio which in turn induces a decrease in the electric field. It should be noted that when363

RA � 50 cm, the region with the lowest stretch ratio, hence most compression and highest364

electrical field, is not located at the centre at the stack but rather at a region closer to365

the inactive area.366

The temperature profiles of the stacks maintain the same overall outline as for those367

cases without inactive areas, even when local regions with a high electric field appear. As368

a result, no local hotspots in those regions appear, which indicates that heat dissipation369

within the stack is able to distribute the excess heat generated in regions with higher370

electric fields.371

High Conductivity Particle372

The majority of the predicted values of NBD have been in the order of NBD � 2000 �373

10000 layers, with the only exceptions being at high ambient temperatures. This is far374

beyond the maximum amount of layers currently seen in DE applications; for example,375

SBM Offshore has built a wave energy harvester with a maximum of 300 layers
9
. One376

explanation for the differences in NBD-values is it that up until this point, the simulated377

elastomer material has been a perfect material with no imperfections or impurities, which378

is a crude approximation. During fabrication of a DE, there are multiple steps where379

dust or other airborn particles may be trapped in the DE, as captured by Araromi et380

al.
45

. Dust particles have sizes between 0.5 µm and 10 µm
46,47

, but when working in a381

cleanroom, which is often the case when fabricating DEs, the majority of particles in the382

region of % 5µm are removed
48

.383

Therefore, a parameter study in which a single particle with radius Rpar � 1, 2, 5µm384
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placed in the hotspot of the DE stack is conducted. The particle is placed in the hotspot385

of the stack in order to simulate the worst-case scenario with respect to location of an386

entrapped particle. It is most likely that the trapped particle has higher conductivity387

than the elastomer material in which it is entrapped, and thus it is assumed that its388

electrical conductivity, σpar, follows an Arrhenius type expression similar to the one given389

in Eq. 2, only with an increased σ0,Arr.390

The relative location of the hotspot in the DE stack without any entrapped particle,391

zHS©zmax, is a function of the number of layers, as seen in Figure 10a. zHS©zmax is the392

ratio between the z-coordinate at the hotspot of the stack and the maximum z-coordinate,393

hence the height of the stack after deformation. It was found that the relative location394

of the hotspot perfectly obeys the following empirical relationship with the number of395

layers in the stack, N :396

zHS

zmax
� 7.2 � 10

�13
N

3
� 9.7 � 10

�9
N

2
� 5.4 � 10

�5
N � 0.35 (8)397

Thus, the above equation is used to determine the z-coordinate of the particle, and the398

r-coordinate of the hotspot, rHS, and the particle is rpar � rHS � 0 cm at all values of N .399
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Figure 10: Study of the placement of the hotspot in a multilayered DE with RA � 50 cm.

The reason why the relative location of the hotspot changes is that when N increases,400

the average temperature of the stack increases as well, which in turn causes the amount401
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of natural convection occurring at the top and the bottom of the stack to increase.402

The equation for natural convection is given in Eq. 3, with h0,t � 2.44 W/(m
2
K) and403

h0,b � 1.31 W/(m
2
K) for the top and the bottom, respectively. Figure 10b displays404

the ratio between ht�T �©hb�T �, averaged over all three ETM models, as a function of405

the r-coordinate, and at various values of N . It can be seen from the figure that the406

ratio ht©hb decreases towards 1 when N increases, which means that the amount of heat407

dissipated away at the top and bottom equalizes slightly, and thus the relative location408

of the hotspot approaches the middle of the stack.409

Figure 11a shows the resulting NBD of the DE stack with an entrapped particle as a410

function of σpar at 15
`

C at various Rpar-values. As evidenced in the figure, NBD decreases411

rapidly in line with increasing conductivity of the particle, due to more Joule heating412

occurring as σ increases (see Eq. 1). The results shown at approximately σpar � 10
�14

413

S/m correspond to the case with no particle in the stack. A simulated temperature profile414

of the stack with Rpar � 5µm, N � 1300, σpar � 6.38 � 10
�5

S/m, and using the Gent415

hyperelastic model, is shown in Figure 11b. From the temperature profile, it is clear416

that the stack’s hotspot is located directly in the same location as the particle, and that417

the temperature in the close vicinity of the particle is significantly higher than in the418

bulk DE. When comparing this temperature profile to that of the base case in Figure419

4, it is clear that the presence of the single particle in the stack is the cause of thermal420

breakdown.421

When the diameter of the particle increases from Rpar � 1µm, to Rpar � 2µm, to422

Rpar � 5µm, the maximum value of σpar at which it is possible to achieve a steady-423

state solution decreases significantly. This is due to the fact that a bigger particle with424

high electrical conductivity yields more Joule heating, and thus a lower value of σpar is425

achievable before thermal breakdown occurs therein. For the particle with Rpar � 1µm,426

the maximum achievable value was approximately σpar � 8 � 10
�3

S/m, for Rpar � 2µm427

the maximum value was σpar � 1 �10
�3

S/m and for Rpar � 5µm the maximum achievable428

value was σpar � 6.5 � 10
�5

S/m. Thus, a five-fold increase in the particle radius yields an429

decrease in the maximum σpar of two orders of magnitude.430
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Figure 11: Parameter study examining the effect of having a single particle with high electrical con-
ductivity, σpar. The particle is placed in the hotspot of the stack and has a radius of Rpar.

The results of NBD as a function of σpar for all three ETM models are similar, and all431

three ETM models follow the trends described above. Consistent with previous parameter432

studies, using the Gent model yields a slightly more restrictive estimation of NBD, whereas433

the Ogden model yields the least restrictive estimations. However, in this parameter study434

regarding inclusion of a particle with high electrical conductivity, the difference between435

the NBD values predicted by the Gent and Ogden models are in general small and in the436

order of 100 layers.437

Discussion438

The model presented in this paper combines Joule heating in a multilayered stack of DEs439

with the electro-mechanical deformation of the stack, in order to simulate when thermal440

breakdown occurs. When including a single particle with high electrical conductivity,441

in order to simulate an impurity in the stack, the values of NBD decrease rapidly and442

approach an amount of possible layers similar to those seen in real-life multilayered DE443

applications. This illustrates the importance of taking imperfections and impurities that444

inevitably will appear in a multilayered stack of DEs into account.445

In addition to having imperfections in the model, it would be relevant to utilise an446
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expression for the electrical conductivity of the elastomer material that accounts for the447

dependence on both temperature and electric field. Furthermore, including temperature448

dependence in the hyperelastic material models would yield a more realistic prediction of449

the mechanical behaviour of the stack.450

In this work, the solutions obtained are based on steady-state simulations of the DE451

stack, thus at infinite time at a given set of operating conditions. However, DEs commonly452

operate with frequencies in the order of kHz, so a frequency study of the model would be453

highly relevant, as it would incorporate the build-up of heat between cycles – and thus454

possibly yield lower NBD-values that are more realistic.455

Conclusion456

In this work, an electro-thermal and -mechanical model of a multilayered stack of DEs is457

presented, which is able to model the behaviour of a stack of DEs and determine when458

thermal breakdown will occur. Three different hyperelastic material models were used to459

model the mechanical behaviour of the elastomer material, and it was found that using460

the two-parameter Gent model yields the most restrictive prediction of NBD, and the461

six-parameter Ogden model predicts the highest NBD in all cases.462

A parameter study of several important parameters, both geometrical and operational,463

was conducted, and it was established that having an inactive area generally has little464

impact on the breakdown point, NBD, whereas having a single particle with relatively465

high electrical conductivity dramatically reduces the possible amount of DE layers in a466

stack. Furthermore, electromechanical breakdown of the stack of DEs was observed when467

increasing the applied voltage.468
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Notations472

Abbreviations:473

DE Dielectric elastomer

ET Electro-thermal

ETM Electro-thermal and -mechanical

FEM Finite-element-method

PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane

474

Symbols:475

A Cross-sectional area [m
2
]

C1, C2 Parameters in WMR [Pa]

d Initial thickness of each elastomer layer [m]

E Electric field [V/m]

Eave Average electric field [V/m]

F Mechanical force [N/m
2
]

h Heat transfer function [W/m
2
K]

ht h on top surface [W/m
2
K]

hb h on bottom surface [W/m
2
K]

h0 Heat transfer coefficient [W/m
2
K]

h0,t h0 of top surface [W/m
2
K]

h0,b h0 of bottom surface [W/m
2
K]

h0,c h0 of cylindrical surface [W/m
2
K]

I1 First strain invariant [-]

I2 Second strain invariant [-]

Jm Parameter in WG [-]

k Thermal conductivity [W/mK]

N Number of layers [#]

NBD Possible number of layers before breakdown [#]

NBD,ET NBD for ET model [#]

NBD,ETM NBD for ETM model [#]

q Generated thermal energy pr. volume [W/m
3
]

r Radial coordinate [m]

rHS r-coordinate of hotspot [m]

rpar r-coordinate of entrapped particle [m]

476
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R Electrical resistance [W]

RA Radius of active part [m]

RI Radial width of inactive part [m]

Rpar Radius of the entrapped particle [m]

T Temperature [K]

T0 Ambient temperature [K]

V Applied voltage [V]

Vol:Asurf Volume-to-surface-area-ratio [m]

Vol0:A0,surf Vol:Asurf of stack with no inactive area [m]

W Strain energy density [Pa]

WG Gent strain energy density [Pa]

WMR Mooney-Rivlin strain energy density [Pa]

WO Ogden strain energy density [Pa]

Y Young’s modulus [Pa]

z Axial coordinate [m]

zHS z-coordinate of hotspot [m]

zmax Height of the DE stack after deformation [m]

α1, α2, α3 Parameters in WO [-]

βArr Parameter in σArr�T � [K]

εr Relative permittivity [-]

λi Stretch ratio in i
th

-direction [-]

λz Stretch ratio in z-direction [-]

µ1, µ2 µ3 Parameters in WO [Pa]

σ Electrical conductivity [S/m]

σArr Arrhenius expression of σ as function of temperature [S/m]

σpar σ of entrapped particle [S/m]

σ0,Arr Parameter in σArr�T � [S/m]

477
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